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Editor’s

Intro

I am delighted to have been invited to take over the
editorial of the Leicestershire Law Society Magazine.
Having trained (many years ago!) in Leicester to now
owner of a law firm in the heart of the City, I relish
the opportunity to be able to contribute and give
something back to the profession as well as collating
future content to make this magazine even better
than before. I thank my predecessor for his sterling
efforts in previous publications.
I would be interested to hear from any members
on what content they would like to read about to
continually improve and diversify the magazine. It
goes without saying that if anyone would like to
contribute an article, I am available for discussion so
please do get in touch.
On a final note, I am sure that you will all agree that
the last year has been quite a challenge for all legal
practitioners, the judiciary and court staff. The good
news is the worst is over……hopefully, and I wish you all
the very best for the remainder of this year and beyond.
Here’s to another great year at Leicestershire Law
Society!
Sameer Karim,
Editor
Sameer.karim@d-w-s.co.uk

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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In-person or online, that is
the question…
By now people who have been working from
home since last March 2020 may have started
a new hybrid working pattern with some days
in the office and a few days at home.
For business owners, there’s a need to
balance what their customers want, the cost
and time efficiencies of using a hybrid model
as well as supporting the wellbeing or worklife balance of their employees.
One thing that isn’t clear is how the hybrid
model translates for events in the coming
months and how people feel about the return
of in-person sessions as opposed to virtual
events and webinars that have become
commonplace over the last year.
There are pros and cons to both with some
saying you can’t beat face-to-face events for
networking and getting to know others in
nice surroundings (with a hot breakfast!) to
others who don’t normally go to events but
have preferred the online sessions which have
suited their introvert or shy personality.
Vinny Sagoo, (Lawyer turned Inventor
and founder of Neo Magic®), has attended
in person and online workshops/webinars
organised by the Business Gateway Growth
Hub, which provides free and impartial

business advice to Leicestershire firms.
He said: “The majestic nature of human
connection is more important now than
ever, especially as we emerge from a global
pandemic. As an advocate for in-person
events, online workshops have provided a
viable segue to deliver essential training.
“Personally, I have relished ‘zooming’ all
over the world from the comfort of my own
home. I have been fortunate enough to have
delivered training to organisations based
in the USA, South Africa, The Netherlands,
Australia, Malta, Canada and many more
throughout the UK.
“In light of emerging technologies and
reduction in operating costs, I feel that a hybrid
working environment is no longer a consideration,
but an essential requisite to prosper”.
The Business Gateway is taking a pragmatic
approach to its events programme going forward.
Shorter webinars will likely continue online
saving delegates travel time and disruption to
their day. This includes the introductory webinars
on finance, marketing, strategic planning,
wellbeing, HR and selling. With their workshops
that require more interaction with the speaker,
these may move to be in-person (dependent on

restrictions) enabling delegates to fully immerse
themselves in the day’s learning away from
other distractions.
It’s hard to plan too far ahead at the
moment as no one knows what’s around the
corner so it’s prudent to have a fluid approach
to planning events and remembering that a
solution that might work for one type of event
may not fit another. Find out what works best
for your customers and be prepared to adapt.
Visit www.bizgateway.org.uk to view
the current events programme from the
Business Gateway.
The Business Gateway is part-funded by the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
and the government. It is run in partnership
with Leicester City Council, Leicestershire
County Council, East Midlands Chamber
(Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire)
and the Leicester and Leicestershire Enterprise
Partnership Limited (LLEP).
Subscribe for the latest business support
news, funding options and events here: www.
bizgateway.org.uk/subscribe/

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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President’s

Report
by Christl Hughes
Greetings! I do hope you all have been able to

bills. After protracted negotiations between

aspirant solicitors hearing from high profile local

enjoy the summer despite all that has happened.

Leicestershire Law Society and Leicester County

practitioners about progression and the different

As you will see in this Issue 22 we welcome a new

Court the solicitors got a substantial increase!

paths. Many thanks to Panel members from all

Editor Sameer Karim. Many and heartfelt thanks

After rising to the Bench Vera kept in touch

walks of (successful) legal practice life Linda Lee,

to the outgoing Editor, Daniel O’Keefe who, after 3

with LLS and has presented training, been a

Glynis Wright, Gina Samuel-Richards, Matthew

excellent Issues, has reluctantly had to step down

regular at social occasions, undertaken the difficult

Olner and Amanda Rogowska for their different

due to other commitments.

and time consuming task of judging our Awards

stories. Questions addressed to the Panel included

and last but absolutely not least supported the

“What do I need to know now that was not taught

press demonstrating that the pandemic has

events put on by ensuing female Presidents on

at Law School?”

brought opportunities for solicitors as well as

Women in Law and Business. Thank you - Judge

challenges. Organisations such as Leicestershire

Stamenkovich we shall miss you.

A lot has happened since Issue 21 went to

Law Society for example now have wider scope

In March we did a couple of podcasts

Your Society has continued to maintain links
with the national Law Society at Chancery Lane
including being represented at the Presidents

for reciprocal publicity with other professional

respectively for International Women’s Day

and Secretaries Conference and another virtual

groups such as Leicester Medico-Legal

and the International Day for the Elimination

gathering of all local law societies to discuss

Society.

of Racism. These can still be viewed online and

most important issues facing the profession at the

100 people booked to hear District Judge Vera

many thanks to Kauser Patel and participants Gina

moment. After giving details of our membership

Stamenkovich speak on “40 Years In the Law.”

Samuel-Richards and Zainab Zaeem-Sattar.

numbers, profile of the local profession etc I was

For example in February around

the

one of many delegates expressing concern about

Wide electronic publicity ensured the excellent

In April the Equality & Diversity sub board

turn out as well as of course the high profile of

organised a free event looking at Social Mobility

the SRA’s proposed closure of the Solicitors’

the speaker. Admitted in June 1980 and elevated

within the legal profession. Issues remain from

Indemnity Fund. As a result the closure has now

swiftly to partnership she was then appointed

starting out onwards and it will be interesting

been deferred pending further consultation.

as a Deputy Distrct Judge in 1992 and full time

to see how the new route to admission - the

District Judge on 3rd August 1998.

Solicitors Qualifying Examination - coming into

sub board also put in a strong Response to the

force in the autumn impacts on that.

Legal Services Board Consultation on Quality

As many readers may know Judge
Stamenkovich will be hanging up her robes on

May brought a special training event presented

The Non Contentious Business & Regulatory

Indicators in the Legal Services.

20th August and we wish her all the very best for

by His Honour Judge Richard Hedley Designated

Leicestershire Law Society remains an active

a long and happy retirement. Our first woman

Civil Judge for Leicestershire & Northampton. The

member of the County Solicitors Group, an umbrella

President of Leicestershire Law Society (1995/96)

topic was “Improving Civil Litigation Practice –

organisation for outside London local law societies

she has remained a trailblazer and high profile

Avoiding Common Pitfalls” and Judge Hedley

of a similar size. The other members are Devon

role model in many other ways. Her (contested!)

covered even the dreaded Trial Bundle preparation.

& Somerset, Newcastle, Kent, Cheshire & North

election as the first female President heralded the

That was the aspect of litigation that when I retired

Wales and Surrey. There are sub groups for both

end of the old “Victorian Gentlemen’s Club” image

I was happiest to leave behind.

the traditional contentious and non contentious

May also brought the Football Association

work areas plus other aspects such as Practice

the Committee still boasted only 3 lady members

Cup to Leicester City after a well deserved and

Management & Regulation. If any member would

as opposed to 15 men. Miss Stamenkovich, as

well supported win at Wembley. Leicestershire Law

like to join any of those do get in touch.

she then was, also expressed concern at being

Society congratulates a fellow old established

one of only 11 female local law society Presidents

pillar of the local community. It was also an

Business Partners and others who have provided

nationally despite the increasing in the numbers

improvement on a match 100 years before when

vital online training during the lockdown. At the time

of female admissions. (In 1995 there were sadly

on 7th May 1921 the lowest crowd ever recorded

of writing (31st July) I am still hoping to put on the

many more local law societies than now). She

in the history of the Football League (13 paying

Summer Party at Trinity House as well as an event

also expressed concern about the extraordinary

spectators) turned out to watch Leicester City in

with the Judicial Appointments Commission and

internal wranglings racking Chancery Lane in the

a goalless draw at Stockport. Wilfred Moss (Moss

possibly a Legal Walk before the winter weather

1990’s with the possible damage to the reputation

Solicitors LLP) was LLS President in that year.

comes. Keep going in the meantime everyone!

of our organisation although at the 1995 AGM

of the profession. But our first Lady President did

Many thanks as ever to our Patrons, Sponsors,

The joint Panel event with Leicestershire Junior

triumph on one (the most important?) issue- local

Lawyers Division “Pathways in Private Practice” in

Christl Hughes

hourly rates for costs on taxation of contentious

June gave plenty of food for thought to young and

President, LLS

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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How to conduct successful Civil
Litigation On-line following the
Covid -19 Pandemic. Musings of
Deputy District Judge James Carter
Interview by Austin Ogbata, Partner of DWS Legal
• Practitioners must have access to professional
software to create E-Bundles.
• Some court centres refer to the following
resource in their orders to assist: Video:
Creating and using electronic hearing bundles
| St Philips (st-philips.com).
What practical tips can you give to conduct
better advocacy online?

Mr James Carter

What occurs in preparation for a remote
hearing?
• There is so much unseen work done by the
court staff. This includes ensuring that emails,
bundles, and contact details are amassed and
are ready for the hearing. Invites have to be
sent out and the virtual rooms arranged. Given
the increased use of electronic documents, the
court staff have been excellent. They deserve
huge credit in adapting to new working
practices and change.

Remote advocacy is quite different:
• Place yourself on mute when not speaking.
This prevents distraction and everyone hearing
the non-speaking advocate(s) typing and
moving papers around.
• Remember to unmute when speaking!
• When questioning witnesses keep looking
into your camera rather than off screen or at a
second screen.
• On telephone hearings with multiple
participants think about identifying yourself
each time you speak to avoid confusion about
who you are.
• There is useful guidance relating to remote
advocacy: Principles for Remote Advocacy ICCA

What challenges have you encountered?
Judge’s Irritations?
• If you have been ordered to arrange a
telephone hearing, make sure you arrange it
with the conference provider in good time and
provide the correct contact details!
• Prior to a remote hearing, make sure that
your computer works for audio/video, has a
stable internet connection, and that you have
downloaded the correct software/applications.
• Some of the most frustrating issues are
electronic bundles not being provided in
sufficient time or put together properly, and
lacking hyperlinks.
• Bundle pages should be sequentially
numbered rather than with letters denoting
sections. There should be hyperlinks to assist
navigation throughout the bundle.
• The bundle should be a composite file - not
many separate files/attachments.
• Judges may not have access to the central
court email account. They are reliant on the
court staff to forward them on.
• If bundles are sent very close to a hearing date
there will be insufficient time to locate them.
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

• It can be irritating when everyone tries to
speak or interject at the same point. This
causes directions hearings to become less
conversational.
• Since remote hearings do not ‘flow’ as
smoothly as being in court, gauge when to
speak to avoid interrupting or cutting off
another participant.
• Waiting until there is silence before speaking
can be helpful.
What makes your job easier?
• Receiving bundles containing ALL of the
relevant material.
• It is difficult to be provided with documents
during or just before a hearing or ‘handed up’
as occurs in court. Advance preparation is
essential to ensure that hearings run smoothly.
• Follow cues from a judge to ensure the time is
used efficiently.
• If a judge has indicated key documents have

been read, or has summarised the case at the
outset, avoid repetition unless you are making
a new point.
Advantages and disadvantages of remote
hearings?
• Some advantages include advocates being
able to conduct more hearings as travel to
court centres has reduced.
• However, in some instances advocates have
then become ‘overcommitted’.
• Court lists can change at short notice or
remote hearings may not run to time due to
connection issues. Advocates should ensure
they allow adequate time between hearings.
• On the downside, as parties/advocates do not
‘meet’ at court there are less opportunities for
compromise.
• Advocates should remember to dress
appropriately - Hearings are still formal.
Insights for the future concerning online Court
hearings and access to justice?
• A number of different types of hearings have
worked really well remotely and far better than
I anticipated. For example, CCMCs and Stage
3 PI hearings.
• Some lay parties do not have satisfactory
facilities and will find managing the remote
procedure difficult.
Amusing experiences of conducting hearings
online?
• I have not had any cats or other animals
appearing on screen! https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=qcnnI6HD6DU
• There have been some interesting scenes
of lay parties having provided their evidence
then continuing with their day, such as walking
around their houses or even tiling a wall whilst
still observing the hearing and having their
camera on!
Thank you.
Mr Carter is also a practising barrister at KCH
Garden Square. https://kchgardensquare.
co.uk/team/james-carter/
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Book Review: The Mile End Murder
by Sinclair McKay
London East End 1860. On
Thursday 17th August rich
widow Mrs Mary Elmsley is
found dead at her home 9
Grove Road, Mile End. She
had been killed by a single
blow to the back of her head. The deceased,
owner of a substantial property portfolio and
with no children of her own died intestate.
Who Dunnit? And Why?
The author makes a reasonable argument
that the man tried and convicted and was not
the murderer. But the account really comes
alive with the huge media interest culminating
in a public hanging outside Newgate prison
before a crowd of an estimated 30,000. The
Court of Appeal was yet to be established
and the Society for the Abolition of the Death
Penalty had over 100 years to wait. Public
hangings were abolished in 1868.
Charles Dickens (1812-1870) covers
the plight of his contemporary poor in his
novels but the descriptions in this history

book of the squalor, the stench, the noise,
the overcrowded conditions in which Mrs
Elmsley’s tenants were forced to live are just
as vivid. And she only rarely allowed more
than a couple of days’ arrears before eviction
to the workhouse and streets. The then new
Public Health legislation was still very much
in its infancy, albeit as the ancestor of the
Coronavirus Act 2020.
So one must be grateful for modern
Housing law and lawyers. The descriptions
of the legal process and in particular the
Inquest are fascinating. Today William Rose,
the deceased’s solicitor and estate manager
would have to declare a conflict.
The hanging in London took place at
8.00am on 19th November 1860, just a
few weeks before the first meeting of
Leicestershire Law Society on 13th December
1860. The venue was the Bell Hotel coaching
inn in Humberstone Gate.
Christl Hughes

Leicestershire Law
Society Criminal
Law Update
Friday, Sept 24th 2pm-4.45pm
Leicestershire Law Society are pleased to announce a summer criminal law update.
Aimed at advocates -whether you prosecute or defend, paralegals and police station
reps, this course looks at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S66 Courts Act- the limits on its use- its not a magic wand!
The new Domestic Abuse Act 2021 – new definitions, powers and offences
What is dangerous driving?
Restraining order terms
Postal Requisitions and Bail Act offences
What is Pre- Charge Engagement?
The AG’s Guidelines 2020
Breaking ranks and credit

Our courses are informal and friendly. You don’t have to be local to join in. Bring refreshments – but our next course will be face- to- face complete
with biscuits. Chip in, ask questions or just listen. X rated due to sexual content so not suitable for children if you are working from home.
Speaker -Olwen Davies Solicitor Advocate -solicitor- advocate ,author and course presenter.
To book contact office@leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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Council Member’s
May 2021

REPORT

Linda Lee has been Council Member for Leicestershire, Northamptonshire and Rutland since 2003. She is a past President of the Law Society of England
and Wales and is the current Chair of the Regulatory Processes Committee and a member of the Regulatory Affairs Board and Access to Justice Committee. She is current Chair of the Solicitors Assistance Scheme. Linda is an experienced litigation solicitor and is a Consultant at RadcliffesleBrasseur where
she specialises in solicitors’ disciplinary, compliance and regulatory work. She can be contacted by email at: lindakhlee@aol.com
Sun Tzu, the Chinese
general, military strategist,
writer, and philosopher
wrote, ‘The art of war
teaches us to rely not on the
likelihood of the enemy’s
not coming, but on our own readiness to receive
him; not on the chance of his not attacking, but
rather on the fact that we have made our position
unassailable.’ i
With slight tweaking, this could be a maxim
for all solicitors. Our work is subject to scrutiny
and challenge and any error could well be subject
to a professional negligence claim or regulatory
action. Some areas of practice are particularly
high risk such as conveyancing, family law and
litigation and increasingly probate. In a continuing
hard market, a professional negligence claim can
result not only in a professional embarrassment
but for some firms premiums at a level they simply
cannot afford. All solicitors need to be vigilant in
respect of their own work and that of their firms to
ensure that they are not vulnerable to challenge.
Insurance
The Legal Services Board (LSB) have indicated
that they would like to look at how professional
indemnity insurance (PII) works across the
whole legal sector. Given the difference in the PII
requirements of say the Bar from solicitors, it is a
tall order.
It is not only Solicitors who are facing
difficulties in the PII market. Licensed
Conveyancers had a master policy until 2016
when they moved to the open market. A Call for
evidence has now been launched to consider
future arrangements for PII. The Licenced
Conveyancers Minimum Terms and Conditions
(MTC) provides for a minimum level of cover of
£2m for every claim and integrates run-off cover
for closing firms so that no premium is payable
at the point of closure, with an aggregate of
£2m cover for the six-year period. However, it
is reported that in July, the Council for Licensed
Conveyancers (CLC) had to take action when
some 6 firms were unable to obtain cover and
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

after two PII insurers had offered cover which did
not meet the MTC. The policies did not in some
cases offer cover for run-off meaning that a
separate premium would be payable on closure.
Other firms had offers with high excesses and for
those with high-risk work such as buyer funded
development the premiums were so high it was
doubtful that firms could meet the cost. The CLC
offered the firms affected the choice of immediate
closure or allowing them to continue trading
provided they met conditions. These included
ensuring funds were held in escrow accounts to
meet the cost of the excess, should it arise. The
CLC is now reviewing its PII arrangements and in
June called for evidence ahead of that review. Its
preliminary findings are yet to be published, but in
its call for evidence, it recognised that there were
significant problems in a hardening market.
At the time of writing, The Solicitors Regulation
Authority (SRA) have still not indicated what if any
changes will be made to the Minimum Terms and
Conditions (MTC) regarding ‘silent cyber’ claims
and it is not clear if separate cover will be required
for this renewal year.
Undertakings
Solicitors’ undertakings are vital in commerce
but particularly in the conveyancing process,
where they bridge the gap between sending the
purchase monies and the transfer of title being
effected.
The SRA defines undertakings as, ‘a statement,
given orally or in writing, whether or not it includes
the word “undertake” or “undertaking”, to someone
who reasonably places reliance on it, that you or a
third party will do something or cause something
to be done, or refrain from doing something’ .ii
Generations of solicitors have been trained
to only give undertakings in very specific
circumstances and to ensure that the wording
is precise as to its meaning. The consequences
of any error in relation to undertakings can be
considerable. An undertaking is in effect an
enforceable promise, and what the solicitor
intended to promise can be of less importance
than what the benefitting party understood the

solicitor to mean and the reliance they placed on
that promise.
Although an undertaking may be enforced
as a claim in contract through the courts,
an undertaking can also be enforced by an
application to the court for it to exercise its
jurisdiction to order a solicitor (as an officer of
the court) to comply with their undertaking.
Failure to honour an undertaking promptly or
at all is a breachiii and can result in disciplinary
action by the SRA.
The case of Harcus Sinclair LLP & Anor v
Your Lawyers Ltd iv has caused consternation in
some circles with calls for urgent parliamentary
intervention to ensure that undertakings given
by incorporated law firms, particularly Limited
Liability Partnerships (LLPs) and Alternative
Business Structures, can also be enforced by the
courts. It has to be said that some have remained
completely unconcerned perhaps wrongly
assuming that the system is well understood and
will always continue to work.
The background to the Harcus Sinclair case
is that in 2015, the United States Environmental
Protection Agency alleged that some diesel
Volkswagen vehicles had been fitted with a
“defeat device” which detected when the vehicle
was being tested for compliance with emissions
standards and manipulated the results. A firm
called Your Lawyers recognised the potential for a
group action and sought after the event insurance
(ATE) cover for claimants. They sought assistance
from Harcus Sinclair and a non-disclosure
agreement (NDA) was signed which included a
non-compete clause, preventing Harcus Sinclair
from acting for parties in the planned group action,
without the permission of Your Lawyers Limited.
A dispute then arose following the revelation that
Harcus Sinclair had begun acting for a significant
number of Claimants. Your Lawyers alleged that
in failing to comply with the non-compete clause
there was the breach of a solicitors undertaking
and it sought an order from the court.
In the High Court, it was held that the noncompete undertaking took effect as a solicitor’s
undertaking, but that the court’s supervisory
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jurisdiction was not available as the court’s
supervisory jurisdiction over solicitors was
confined to solicitors as officers of the court and
did not extend to limited liability partnerships
and companies through which solicitors might
conduct their practice. The judge also held that the
court’s supervisory jurisdiction was not available
against the individual solicitor, because he gave
the undertakings contained in the NDA expressly
on behalf of Harcus Sinclair.
The Court of Appeal decided that the noncompete undertaking was not enforceable as it
constituted an unreasonable restraint of trade but
agreed with the High Court findings concerning
the limitations upon a solicitors’ undertaking.
The Supreme Court considered 6 issues
arising from the facts of this case:
1. ‘Is the non-compete undertaking a solicitor’s
undertaking?
2. Does the High Court have an inherent
supervisory jurisdiction over incorporated law
firms, whether limited liability partnerships,
such as Harcus Sinclair, or limited companies
such as Your Lawyers, through both of which
solicitors practise?
3. Can the High Court’s inherent supervisory
jurisdiction be exercised in this case in relation
to Mr Parker?
4. If the non-compete undertaking constitutes
a solicitor’s undertaking that in principle is
capable of enforcement against Harcus
Sinclair and/or Mr Parker, should it be enforced
notwithstanding that, applying contractual
principles, as the Court of Appeal held, the
non-compete undertaking constituted an
unreasonable restraint of trade?
5. If the non-compete undertaking was a
solicitor’s undertaking, was the Court of
Appeal wrong in holding (if it did) that this was
irrelevant to the question whether the noncompete undertaking was contrary to public
policy on the grounds of restraint of trade?
6. Was the Court of Appeal wrong in holding that
the non-compete undertaking constituted an
unreasonable restraint of trade?’
The Court considered that questions 2 to 5
depended on whether the non-compete clause
was a solictor’s undertaking and accordingly
considered question 6 first. It concluded that
the Court of Appeal was wrong in holding that
the non-compete undertaking constituted an
unreasonable restraint of trade.v
The Court then reviewed the history and law
relating to solicitors’ undertakings and whilst
the clause used the expression ‘undertakes’, it

concluded that the non-compete undertaking
was not a solicitor’s undertaking. It decided that
this was a business arrangement and in giving
the ‘undertaking’ Harcus Sinclair was acting in
a business capacity rather than a professional
capacity. It was “part of the commercial
relationship between solicitors”.
Although not obliged to, it went on to consider
the remaining questions and concluded that
the wording of the undertaking was such that
the solicitor who signed the undertaking did so
on behalf of his firm. It could not be regarded
as a personal undertaking as the supervisory
jurisdiction did not extend to LLPs.
The Court accepted that it would have been
open to it to extend the supervisory jurisdiction in
respect of solicitors to cover undertakings given
by incorporated law firms. However, it declined
to do so in this case because any decision

The new guidelines contain the table for hourly
rates. Leicestershire and Northamptonshire are
both in the lowest band, National 2, described as,
‘All places not included in London 1-3 and National
1’. The hourly rates will be as follows:

would have been obiter, and the Court had not
received submissions from professional bodies
or regulators. Further the view expressed was that
the issue may be better dealt with by legislation.
The Court noted that those dealing with
incorporated law practices would probably be
unaware that the undertakings they received were
not subject to the court’s supervisory jurisdiction.
The Law Society is planning to issue guidance,
but it is not yet known when this will be available.
Given the current climate, it seems that even if
there is an appetite for legislation it will not be swift.
It would be prudent for every firm to review
its protocols on the giving and acceptance of
undertakings, particularly if the firm giving the
undertaking is not a traditional partnership.
Firms should consider obtaining greater
clarity by seeking a personal undertaking from
the individual solicitor as well as the partners/
members of the corporate entity on whose behalf
the undertaking would be given.
Thought should also be given as to whether
a firm acting for a buyer should for example,
elect to discharge a mortgage direct rather than
rely on an undertaking. The wording of any
undertaking should reflect any consideration, so
that there is no difficulty in suing for breach of
contract if the need arises.

fee earners:
£126 (13.5 % increase)

Guideline rates reviewed
The Master of the Rolls has accepted the
changes recommended by the Civil Justice
Council’s working group on Guideline Hourly
Rates, and has asked that the recommendations
are implemented, with a view to the new
guide being used from 1 October 2021.vi The
guide to the summary assessment of costs vii
contains helpful information for litigators on the
assessment of costs.

Grade A- Solicitors and legal executives with
over 8 years’ experience:
£255 (26.78 % increase)
Grade B- Solicitors and legal executives with
over 4 years’ experience:
£218 (23.2 % increase)
Grade C- Other solicitors or legal executives and
fee earners of equivalent experience:
£177 (21.3 % increase)
Grade D- Trainee solicitors, paralegals and other

The Master of the Rolls has indicated that he
would like a further review of hourly rates within
the next two years.
Well-being and Mental health
LawCare will be releasing the findings of
its ‘Life in the Law’ research study at the end of
September on its websiteviii. The findings will
be used by LawCare to improve the support it
provides to legal professionals by enhancing its
understanding of the issues that arise in relation
to mental health and wellbeing. It will enable
LawCare, in collaboration with others to better
drive cultural change across the legal sector to
create mentally healthy workplaces. In doing
so, it is hoped that this research will benefit both
present and future generations of lawyers.
Linda Lee, Council Member
NOTES

The Art of War 5th Century BC
SRA glossary https://www.sra.org.
uk/solicitors/standards-regulations/
glossary/#undertaking
iii
1.3 of the Code of Conduct for solicitors and 1.3
of the Code of Conduct for solicitors.
iv
[2021] UKSC 32
v
Para 42 ibid
vi
https://www.judiciary.uk/publications/
master-of-the-rolls-accepts-recommendedchanges-to-guideline-hourly-rates
vii
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2021/08/Guide-to-the-summaryassessment-of-costs-2021.pdf
viii
https://www.lawcare.org.uk
i
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Linda Lee has been Council Member for Leicestershire, Northamptonshire and Rutland since 2003. She is a past President of the Law Society of England
and Wales and is the current Chair of the Regulatory Processes Committee and a member of the Regulatory Affairs Board and Access to Justice Committee. She is current Chair of the Solicitors Assistance Scheme. Linda is an experienced litigation solicitor and is a Consultant at RadcliffesleBrasseur where
she specialises in solicitors’ disciplinary, compliance and regulatory work. She can be contacted by email at: lindakhlee@aol.com
It is fascinating that there are estimated to be 30
million dead users on Facebook. Facebook offers a
service enabling relatives to convert the page into
a memorial page or marked for deletion - but very
few of those left behind take up either option. Even
fewer will seek to remedy the situation on Twitter;
they require identification and a death certificate
before they will delete an account. Facebook and Instagram also offer a
service whereby whilst living you can set your own preferences for what
happens in the event of your death, nominating a legacy contact.
At present, the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) offers no such
service, though it will accept notification from a relative or colleague
when a solicitor has died.
Where no such notification is received, a solicitor’s name will
automatically remain on the Roll until the SRA complete a ‘keeping of
the Roll’ exercise.
However, following a consultation in 2014, the annual keeping of
the Roll exercise was abandonedi. Up to then each solicitor who did
not hold a practising certificate was asked if they wanted to stay on the
Roll and if they did they were required to pay a £20 fee to remain on
the Roll. If no response was received, the names were published in the
Gazette before the solicitor was removed in case contact details had
been lost.
Abandoning the fee was supported but failing to keep the Roll was
not. Following the consultation, the SRA also considered whether it
should commit to running the process at set intervals of every 3 or 5
years and concluded that it would be preferable to run the process
when it deemed it necessary. It has not run such a ‘keeping of the Roll’
process since 2015.
At conferences, SRA senior executives spoke optimistically of
relatives or possibly the probate registry informing the SRA when
a solicitor died. At the time of the consultation in 2014, there were
approximately 27,000 solicitors on the Roll without a practising
certificate. As at March 2021ii, there were 207,916 solicitors on the Roll
of which almost 54,000 did not have practising certificates. Whilst it is
a fact that there were 167,000 solicitors in March 2015, and it could be
expected that the numbers of solicitors without practising certificates
would have increased, it seems likely that some of the solicitors on the
current Roll are no longer with us.
The potential risks are obvious as this practice could lead to identity
theft by fraudsters. Ironically the SRA’s warning noticeiii identifies such
risks, stating that there are, ‘ serious and continuing risks to the public
arising from the activities of criminals and criminal gangs who set up
bogus law firms or bogus branch offices of genuine law firms. This is with
the intention, usually, of stealing money, personal information or data’.
The SRA have not given any indication as to when it will run the
exercise again, but it is long overdue. An unexpected casualty has
been the anniversary certificates sent each year by the President of
the Law Society of England and Wales. I well remember writing out
the individual’s name and signing the certificates and the pleasure in
reading the acknowledgement letters describing a life as a solicitor
and occasionally receiving that solicitor’s autobiography by way of a
thank you.
If a solicitor is reaching a 50th, 60th or 70th anniversary on the Roll,
they must now notifyiv the Law Society to receive their certificate, if
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

the anniversary has passed, it will be provided retrospectively. It is a
free service.
The SRA are consulting on changes to the Minimum Terms and
Conditions (MTC) for the Professional Indemnity Insurance (PII) all firms
are required to have in place.
This is in response to concerns raised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority (PRA) and Lloyd’s. They have drawn attention to underwriters’
risk management in relation to what is known as ‘silent cyber’ in a range
of policies and not just solicitors’ PII.
Silent cyber refers to the insurer’s potential cyber exposures
contained within the wording of insurance policies where they may not
implicitly include or exclude cyber risk. It is sometimes also called “nonaffirmative” cyber.
Unlike standalone cyber insurance, which clearly defines the
parameters of cyber cover, many traditional policies are silent on risks
associated with cyber and theoretically may pay claims for cyber losses
in certain circumstances.
The SRA is seeking to insert a clause into MTC to make it clear what
cover is in place in the event of losses caused by a cyber-attack/event.
The SRA states that its proposals should not increase the cost of PII
or reduce the level of cover currently available under the current MTC but
will make it clearer what is covered and what is not.
It is proposed that the new term in the MTC will read as follows:
‘The insurance may exclude, by way of an exclusion or endorsement,
the liability of the insurer to indemnify any insured in respect of, or in any
way in connection with:
1. a cyber act
2. a partial or total failure of any computer system
3. the receipt or transmission of malware, malicious code or similar by the
insured or any other party acting on behalf of the insured
4. the failure or interruption of services relating to core infrastructure
5. a breach of Data Protection Law
6. provided that any such exclusion or endorsement does not exclude or
limit any liability of the insurer to indemnify any insured against:
i civil liability referred to in clause 1.1 (including the obligation to remedy a
breach of the SRA Accounts Rules as described in the definition of claim )
ii defence costs referred to in clause 1.2
iii any award by a regulatory authority referred to in clause 1.4
In addition, any such exclusion or endorsement should not exclude or
limit any liability of the insurer to indemnify any insured against matters
referred to at (i) (ii) and (iii) above in circumstances where automated
technology has been utilised.”
It is thought that such policies would exclude losses incurred by a
firm following a cyber-attack such as:
• cost of experts to advise a firm on recovering systems, restoring files or
managing the crisis, cost of PR Consultants to limit reputational damage
or experts to advise clients
• Business interruption cover -resulting loss of profits
• cost of any regulatory investigations and any fines arising
• It is intended that firms would then be able to take out separate cover to
reimburse such costs.
Changing the MTC is fraught with difficulties. If this cyber-attack
cover for firms came within the MTC, all firms would effectively make
a payment for this and it is likely that the cost of MTC cover would
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increase. It might also be harder for some firms to obtain MTC cover
because of a risk profile in relation to cyber-attacks and this could force
them to close. Adding explicit cyber cover into the MTC would also not
find favour with existing insurers in the market.
On the other hand, if the whole market is buying cover of this type
under the MTC, the cost will be less than individual policies. Many firms
may well find that they are unable to purchase stand-alone cyber-attack
cover at a reasonable price or at all.
For those wishing to respond, the consultation period ends on 25
May 2021v.
Any top up cover may well operate different exclusions and it would
be prudent for firms to consider their needs and then discuss with their
brokers what cover they have in place in the event of a cyber-attack.
If additional insurance is required, it will be necessary to carry out a
thorough to review of their policies and operating procedures generally.
Finally, one of my earliest articles in the Law Society Gazette
in the 1990s was a plea not to increase the small claims limit to
£5,000 for personal injury cases. The limit was not increased then,
(though I do not claim my article played any part in persuading) as
the unfairness to injured persons who would be unrepresented was
obvious. I watched with increasing concern the plans to launch the
Official Injury Claim (OIC) portal vi. From 31st May 2021, individuals
injured in a road traffic accident will be able to use this ‘free’ service
to claim compensation ‘without legal help’.
In addition to navigating their way through the complexities
of the online portal, they will also need to absorb a handy 64page guidevii for, ‘unrepresented claimants (those not represented
by an advisor)’ viii. This will explain all the injured person needs to
know, if they can work their way through a long document full of
complicated concepts, such as the pre-action protocol and the
value of a claim, described in dense legal jargon. The injured person
will also have to familiarise themselves with the snappily titled,

accompanying ‘Guide to changes to the Small Claims Limit for
Injury Claims (Referring to Part 26 of the Civil Procedure Rules)’ix
and the ‘Guide to Practice Direction 27B’x.
It seems likely that some injured people will fail to make a claim
at all and others will be compelled to pay solicitors or unregulated
persons to assist them to navigate the system. More worryingly there
will be some who go it alone and risk under settling their claims. It is
hard to see how these plans fit or even less fulfil the Legal Services
Board plansxi to ‘re-shape the legal sector’ over its concerns that, ‘the
basic legal needs of many in society are still not being met’.
Linda Lee
Council Member
NOTES
i
https://www.sra.org.uk/globalassets/documents/sra/consultations/annualkeeping-roll-response.pdf?version=4a1ac1
ii
https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitor-population
iii
https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/guidance/bogus-law-firms-identity-theft
iv
https://www.lawsociety.org.uk/membership/anniversary-certificates-forsolicitors
v
https://www.sra.org.uk/sra/consultations/consultation-listing/pii-cyber
vi
https://www.officialinjuryclaim.org.uk
v ii
https://www.officialinjuryclaim.org.uk/media/1157/guide-to-making-a-claimversion-20-april-2021.pdf
v iii
Section 1.2 ibid
ix
https://www.officialinjuryclaim.org.uk/media/1155/guide-to-part-26-of-the-civilprocedure-rules.pdf
x
https://www.officialinjuryclaim.org.uk/media/1156/guide-to-practice-direction27b.pdf
xi
https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/news/ten-year-report-reveals-that-the-basiclegal-needs-of-many-in-society-are-still-not-being-met
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Save The Date!
A Dinner on Friday 1st October 2021 at
7 o’clock To mark the retirement of
HHJ Hampton, DJ Stamenkovich &
DJ Atkinson
further details to follow...

Above: President of Leicestershire Law Society and Deputy District Judge Vera
Stamenkovich (as she then was) at Leicestershire Law Society Annual Dinner
1995/96.
Left: Christl Hughes with District Judge Stamenkovich at her formal Valedictory at
Leicester County Court on Friday 20th August.

Leicestershire Law Society also
wishes all the best to the other
three departing members of
the Judiciary- Her Honour Judge
Alison Hampton, District Judge
Paul Atkinson and His Honour
Judge Harold Godwin.
We are also sad to
report recent death
of former solicitor
District Judge
Richard Whitehurst.
We extend our
sympathy to his
family.

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

STOP PRESS
Congratulations to
our Immediate Past
President Glynis
Wright MBE on being
shortlisted in the
Woman Solicitor of
the Year category in
this years national
Law Society Awards.
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Quiz - How healthy
is your legal website?
Is your website driving work to your law firm or driving it away? Take this quiz to find out.
Are you confident that you know if your website is working as hard for you as it could? Do you know what points make it effective,
increase your online visibility and drive leads to your firm? This quick quiz, created by Orion Legal Marketing, will help you identify
how healthy your website really is.
1. If you Google the key practice areas your law firm would like to grow,
does your website appear:
A. In position one on Google?
B. On page one on Google (but not at the top)?
C. It’s invisible e.g., page 2 or beyond?

10. Do you review Google Analytics regularly so that you know:
A. Who is visiting your website, what pages they are viewing and how they 		
got there?
B. A rough idea if the number of visitors is going up or down?
C. What’s Google Analytics?

2.

11.
A.
B.
C.

When you appear in Google results, does the meta tag description
(the 1–2-line summary of your website page):
A. Succinctly and powerfully explain the benefits you provide?
B. Give a general description of your firm?
C. Pick a random line from your website?
3. Does your website load:
A. Instantly?
B. In a few seconds?
C. Yawn, unsure, I nodded off
4. Does your home page:
A. Clearly say what you do and what you want the visitor to do?
B. Talk about you, but not so much about your clients?
C. Ramble on about nothing in particular?
5. Does your website navigation enable a website visitor to access key
information in:
A. Under 3 clicks anywhere on the website?
B. Between 3-5 clicks
C. They are likely to get repetitive strain injury
6.
A.
B.
C.

Do the colours and images used on your website:
Reflect and strengthen your branding?
Look nice but they are a bit abstract?
No idea, just there to look pretty

7.
A.
B.
C.

Does your website have:
A call to action (e.g., ‘contact us form’ on every page?)
On some pages?
Just on the Contact us page?

8.
A.
B.
C.

The profile images on your website, are they:
Professionally taken and up to date?
Professional but over 5 years old
Taken on someone’s phone, whilst on holiday, about 10 years ago

9. Does your website provide:
A. Valuable content for the visitor in the form of blogs and downloads?
B. A few articles but they have not been updated in a while?
C. No articles section – ‘I have no time, or inspiration, to write anything’
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

If you view your website on a mobile device, does it:
Automatically resize and provide the best possible viewing experience?
Looks okay but a bit hard to read/ navigate?
Yikes, I didn’t realise it looked that bad!

12. Do the staff biographies on your website:
A. Contain recent work examples, outline your work style and the benefits your
experience brings
B. List a selection of facts from your/their CV
C. Were written when the website was launched/ you joined the firm and not
been touched since

Your results
Mainly A’s – Your website is fighting fit, just remember that to stay in shape
and optimised you need to keep to a regular marketing health routine.
Mainly B’s – Your website needs a marketing specialist check-up as it’s
not performing as well as it should and has some fundamental issues, so
a marketing health check would be advisable to prevent any long term
damage occurring.
Mainly C’s – Oh dear. Your website barely has a heartbeat and it may
be driving potential clients away (if they even find it). You need to see a
marketing specialist ASAP or this may be terminal.

Contact Orion Legal Marketing for a free website
check-up and quote “WEBSITEHEALTHCHECK”
to get free advice on how best to get your website
performing at its best on T: 0118 380 5980 or email
enquiries@orionlegalmarketing.co.uk
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Minimising the impact of the Insurance
LITIGANTS
AT
Market condition
on your practice
In recent months, much has been
reported on the current condition of the
professional indemnity insurance market.
Unfortunately, experience tells us there
will not be a quick resolution to these
prevailing market conditions.
Insurance companies are commercial
enterprises;
justoflike
legal Aid,
practices,
they
The introduction
the Legal
Sentencing
want
to
turn
a
profit
or
at
worst,
break
and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 left
even
for the transferring
of risk.
However,
professionals
concerned about
the justice
several
leading
insurers
are
unable
to
system, and how it will
do this in the current climate. Right now,
claims
activity
in in
the
Statistics
given
thelegal
Courtprofession
Service User
surpasses
the
premiums
collected,
Meeting in January 2018 highlighted
thatand
in
both
the
severity
and
the
frequency
the previous year, while there has been a of
small
claims
are
on claims,
the rise.
decrease
in also
financial
there has been a
Indeed,
not
all practices
7.6%
increase
in private
Childrenexperience
Act
claims, and firms that have may be
unlikely to repeat them. Either way, the
insurance policy has to respond in the
event of a claim. Losses experienced
will impact insurers’ premiums in
the relevant practice areas, with this
adjustment likely to affect even claimfree practices. Those that experience
claims are likely to be impacted more
severely, as these could in influence the
base rates of their practice areas. If the
claims burn cost (explained below) is
impacted, premiums could be affected.
Example of claims burning cost
calculation

Total value
of claims
over X years
Premium
collected over
X years

x 100 =
claims burn %

In light of the above, today’s
insurance market is a challenging
environment for firms. The whole
premise of insurance is that the
premiums of the many pay for the
claims of the few. If this simple metric
isn’t working, there will naturally need
to be a change. In light of the current
circumstances, insurers’ appetites have
been suppressed and PII insurance
rates and premiums are typically
increasing. Practices can, however, take
steps to minimise the impact to them
specifically.
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

Firstly, to protect the short, medium
and long-term costs of your insurance,
it is imperative to continue to evolving
your approach to risk management,
taking time at regular intervals to
assess the risks associated with your
specialisms. Risks evolve, and if you
do not dedicate the time to assess
exposures and implement appropriate
procedures, you will be increasing your
chances of claims. Failure to implement
an effective risk management plan
could have significant consequences;
some practices will experience
much higher price adjustments due
to the market conditions and loss
deterioration.
We recommend taking the following
steps to protect your practice from tough
market conditions:
1. Prepare a quality presentation,
including detail beyond the minimum
required information. Your PII
presentation is effectively your shop
window to insurers, so we recommend
using this opportunity wisely.
Many practices claim to be ‘low risk’ in
their activities, but few articulate why.
Providing evidence for the underwriter’s
file is absolutely critical, and we
recommend providing additional
information to support the numerical
data in your proposal form. Be careful
not to overdo this; if the documentation
is too wordy, it will defend itself well
from ever being read.
Your proposal should highlight the key
and salient points, focussing on how
you mitigate the risks associated with
your specialism, while also pointing out
the accomplishments of your practice
and its fee earners.
Please remember that your
presentation is not the only window a
prudent underwriter will look into, they
will also check your web presence.
We recommend ensuring that your
website accurately respects what you
actually do – this goes for imagery too.
Do also check the law society website
does not contradict your presentation in

any way. Look out for the descriptions
of your work, your staff and your
accreditations – if you identify errors,
you can request an edit. Any online
reviews or any commentary from open
sources will also need to be addressed.
2. Selection of the right representative is
key. Comprehensive and direct insurer
market access are crucial components,
so anyone professing to be a specialist
broker should be able to demonstrate
these to you. You should be provided
with a clear understanding (in writing)
of the insurers that the representative
plans to approach on your behalf.
An important consideration in your
selection is that, regardless of the size
of your practice, a comprehensive
market exercise cannot be undertaken
without Lockton. This is due to sole
distribution rights to various insurers.
You may also wish to check the
representative’s claims infrastructure.
While no practice wishes to experience
claims, if this happens you want
assurance that your representatives
have the experience and expertise to
assist you in your hour of need.
3. Start early. For those that renew in
October, I would suggest that now
is the time to start. While preparing
your presentation, request your claim
summaries to check that these are
accurate. If you have experienced
claims, a narrative will be expected
around what happened, along with
measures implemented to prevent a
repeat occurrence. Insurers will also
expect an explanation around any open
notifications, including your view on
merit and quantum.
Right now, the market is challenging,
but Lockton can still create healthy
competition and deliver innovative
solutions for your business. To find out
how we can assist you, or to request
support as to what to include in your
presentation, please contact me or
another member of the Lockton team.
Brian Boehmer,
Partner, Lockton
www.locktonsolicitors.co.uk
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2020 VOICE CANCER
Well folks, unsurprisingly, we find ourselves
having another month’s ‘lockdown’ courtesy
of a covid variant that no-one knew about
until it was named the ‘Indian Variant, later
changed to the Delta Variant as the first title
was thought to be upsetting to Indian people
– even though it emanated from India! Is not
the name Delta Variant upsetting to deltawinged aircraft I wonder (?) after all such is the
pathetic wokery at this time that anything is
possible!
The sad fact of all this covid/lefty/wokery
business is that pubs & clubs remain partially
open (with masses of restrictions of course)
and therefore the general public are losing
not only the will to live but the happy ability
of chucking their loose change into whatever
charity pot/tub takes their eye! The knock-on
effect is of course horrendous as less money
is coming into the charities’ coffers. CRUK,
Prostate C, BHF are all screaming poverty yet
have multiple staff on five & six figure salariessuch a shame that they have to dip into their
massive reserves to keep up with their massive
TV advertising campaigns urging every last
penny from pauperized people now jobless or
running out of furlough options!
20-20 Voice Cancer have not gone down
the mass begging route for the obvious
reason; they are far too expensive for a smaller
charity like ours. Instead, we contact members
from our free newsletter supporters and simply
ask them if they would like to help in any way
at all. Thanks to that inexpensive approach
we now have 15-18 ‘runners’ in a Nottingham
Inflatable FunRun (Sept 11th) & in excess of
30 runners taking part in our Manchester
Inflatable FunRun (Sept 4th). Each entrant has
a sponsorship sheet so as to raise as much
money (individually) as they can. Incentives?
We love incentives, so we have happily stated
that any entrant raisin & collecting £350+ will
get their entry fee returned to them and the
top fundraiser will also win a £25 Gift Voucher.
Not bad eh folks. We do not believe in holding
out the begging bowl, nope, we like to give our
supporters the chance to achieve something,
to win something and not just give, give, give.
We also have an 18-mile walk going on
in August but the main fundraiser comes on
September 28th at the fabulous Chef & Spice
restaurant in Leicester where we get as many
people together as possible and feast! And
I mean FEAST, for anyone can eat as much
as they like on the night…..and the food is
simply fantastic as there is a wide variety of
foods to suit a wide variety of tastes. Being a
laryngectomee I am a little restricted in what I
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

eat but I always get my monies worth I assure
you all. Our latest supporting business SGL
Accountants, Sth Wigston thoroughly enjoyed
our spring meal and already intimated they
want a table of 9/10 at the Chef & Spice. If
there are any local legal firms out there that
fancy lending us their support and enjoy a
fun night out at the Chef & Spice then get in
touch soon as tickets soon disappear once
advertised. We always hold a raffle & a hilarious
game of “Stand-up-Bingo” and no-one yet has
NOT enjoyed our September feast! Contact:
admin@2020voicecancer.org
Well folks, we have no idea just how many
variants the scientific mob will come up with
but they are bound to run out of African

We don’t bother
begging for pennies
with £100m tucked
away.

No voice?
Little
or no
confidence!

countries or the Greek alphabet sooner or later,
or they might even stop migrants landing on
our Kent beaches, who knows? One that is for
sure is that this charity will continue help those
with throat cancers!

A very simple way to
help this charity...
*****
can you help?

Reg Ch: 1156733

Quite simply,
we don’t
pressure you
at all!

We don’t ask for
you to include us in
your Last Will and
Testament.

We give back
a voice
wherever
possible!

We simply ask for you to be a Jam Jar
Saver - it’s so easy: Jam Jar with a 2020
Voice Cancer logo on it, them pop all your
20p pieces in it until full, then contact
admin@2020voicecancer.org for simple
instructions.

Thank You!

2020
VOICE
CANCER

sponsors
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LITIGANTS AT

The introduction of the
Legal Aid, Sentencing and
Punishment of Offenders
Act 2012 left professionals
concerned about the justice
system, and how it will
Statistics given in the Court Service User
Meeting in January 2018 highlighted that in
the previous year, while there has been a small
decrease in financial claims, there has been a
7.6% increase in private Children Act
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Record levels of solicitors raise
the topic of legacies with clients
The proportion of solicitors and Will-writers
mentioning the option of legacy giving with
clients has risen to an all-time high, according
to new research commissioned by Remember
A Charity.
The tracking study, carried out by Future
Thinking, monitors solicitors’ and professional
Will-writers’ approach towards legacy giving
and attitudes towards working with charities.
The study reveals that 68% of solicitors and
Will-writers always or sometimes proactively
raise the subject of legacy giving with clients,
up from 58% in 2012.
Almost one quarter (24%) occasionally raise
the topic, while only 7% say they never do, down
from more than twice that (16%) in 2012. On
average, advisers report that 20% of the Wills
they deal with annually contain a charitable
bequest, having risen steadily from 16% in 2012.
85% of the legal firms in the study had assisted
in administering estates that included a legacy.
Rob Cope, Director of Remember A Charity,
says: “Over the years, we’ve seen a marked
change in the way that advisers are approaching
gifts in Wills with clients. Legacy giving is
becoming more common across the client base,
and there’s much less reticence when it comes
to raising the topic of charitable giving.
“Increasingly, advisers now see discussions
about gifts in Wills as part and parcel of offering a

comprehensive service to clients. In most cases,
clients will want to look after friends and family
first – and that’s something we’d encourage.
“But a simple question asking all Willwriting clients if they’d like to consider leaving
a donation too can make a huge difference to
the number of people that choose to give in this
way, which is why working with advisers is
such a key part of our strategy.”
For the first time, the tracking study also
explored the reasons for and barriers against
opening up legacy giving conversations
with clients. Advisers that always open up
legacy giving conversations with clients said
they typically do so because it is part of their
standard Will-writing process or because they
want to alert clients to the tax breaks linked to
writing a gift into their Will.
Any legacy gift to charity is currently exempt
from Inheritance Tax (charged at 40%), and a
lower rate of tax (36%) is applicable on estates
where 10% or more is donated. The most
common barrier for not always mentioning
legacy giving is that clients have already made
clear their intentions, such as wanting their
family and friends to be sole beneficiaries.
Rob adds: “Clearly, there’s much further
to go before legacy giving becomes a social
norm and every adviser feels comfortable and
confident about raising the conversation with

clients. We’ll be working more closely with the
legal sector in the coming months to encourage
greater consistency in the way that advisers
approach gifts in Wills with clients and to provide
resources that help them do so.”
Remember A Charity is now working with
the legal sector to develop a new suite of
materials that will help to bring greater
consistency and demonstrate best practice
for the way that advisors can reference
charitable giving with clients.

Redgate Farm Animal Sanctuary was founded in August 1986 at Shaw Lane, Markfield,
Leicestershire by the Redmile family.
All the Animals in the care of the Sanctuary need support, we have many cats, rabbits as well as some
rodents who are all looking for their new forever homes. We also have ducks and chickens looking for
kind new homes too. For our permanent, elderly and sick animals at the sanctuary, there are many
ways in which you can help them. You can do this by becoming a Friend of Redgate, or Sponsoring an
animal. If you feel you can help more, please contact the Sanctuary.
Why not caLL us today to discuss leaving a gift in your will? a legacy could make a huge and
lasting difference to the many animals in our sanctuary.

tel: 01530 243 925
www.redgatefarmanimalsanctuary.co.uk
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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What the court expects
of a competent Expert Witness
Lord Hodge, Deputy President of the Supreme Court gave the
keynote address at this year’s EWI Online Conference.
In his first year as the EWI President, Lord Hodge had been
encouraged to reflect on his own experience of expert witnesses,
both as a judge and advocate. In his address, he explored the
critical role of the expert witness in the administration of justice,
together with judicial expectation. Lord Hodge also shared his
thoughts on the impact of the pandemic on the courts. He said the
title of the conference, ’Lawyers and Experts: Facing the Future
together’, felt particularly apt.
Lord Hodge cited examples from several cases, and in particular
referred to the South Australian case of Bonython, when outlining
the considerations governing the admissibility of expert evidence.
On impartiality, Lord Hodge endorsed Mr Justice Cresswell in the
case of the ‘Ikarian Reefer’. In the same case Mr Justice Cresswell
laid out the judicial expectation of the expert witness, which
is now codified in England and Wales in practice direction 35,
supplementing CPR part 35.
Building on these foundations Lord Hodge offered his own
observation on what the court expects of a competent expert
witness. These were:
Independence and Impartiality.
While this might seem obvious, he felt it was concerning that
in a 2019 survey 25% of expert witnesses had felt pressurised to
change their report in a way that damaged their impartiality, and
41% indicated that they had come across other expert witnesses
they considered to be a ‘hired gun’
Expert evidence must be ‘expert’,
In addition, an expert witness had to undertake the task of
‘being an expert’, being aware and competent in their duties to the
court,
Continual critical examination of their own work or opinion.
Ownership, or, as expressed by Lord Justice McFarlane in a
2018 speech in one word: ‘Clarity’. Both clarity of thought and
clarity of expression or presentation of the evidence will assist
the judge greatly. Lord Hodge stressed that it was imperative that
expert witnesses take full responsibility throughout the process of
preparation and presentation for his or her opinion evidence.
Lord Hodge then turned to the expert’s cooperation with other
actors and the role of professional organisations. Having quoted
Judge Claire Evans: “There are plenty not very good experts around.
Some soi-disants experts are worse than not very good, they do
great harm.” He proceeded to give some examples. Lord Hodge
praised specialist organisation and institutions such as the EWI for
their role in minimising the occurrence of harmful expert witnesses
by advocating for high standards in expert evidence. Membership
of these bodies could give credibility to an expert witness, as it
showed that he or she is taking the role seriously by signing up to
a set of standards of behaviour and competence and is maintaining
his or her continual professional development.
Lord Hodge pointed out that lawyers and instructing parties also
played an important part, not just by ascertaining that an expert
did possess the necessary expertise and making them aware of
their duty to the court, but by ensuring the expert was made aware
of all the facts of the case, including material that did not support
the client’s case. Returning to the results of the 2019 survey, Lord
Hodge said that “Lawyers must do better. They may obtain useful
assistance on best practice on consulting experts in guidance issued
by the Civil Justice Council.” Also, just as expert witnesses must
learn to grapple with the intricacies of law and court proceedings,
so, too must lawyers improve their scientific and technical literacy to
do their job effectively in cases concerning experts and testimony.
The task of policing compliance with an expert’s duties falls to the
court. The ‘judicial primers project’ presented a valuable opportunity
to assist judges in their task. Importantly, the primers are not
intended to replace scientific evidence, but in assisting judges in
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

understanding and assessing evidence. In conclusion: “judges,
lawyers and experts have to face the future together”.
Lord Hodge reflected on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on the courts. He was very much aware that life had not been easy
for expert witnesses during the pandemic both in terms of carrying
out physical site visits or examinations and in financial impact, be
that through postponed trials, or delays in payment. However, not
all consequences of the pandemic were bad. The court’s operations
during the pandemic were, as in the words of the Lord Chief Justice:
“the biggest pilot project the justice system has ever seen.” It was
important to take time to reflect on what had worked well and
how this could be harnessed more broadly to improve the overall
function of our system of justice.
Some immediate improvements were bound to stay, for example,
online filing had been introduced at the Supreme Court and
that practice would continue. This would save money and have
a positive environmental impact. Modern technology had been
adopted on a wide-spread basis. Lord Hodge expected that remote
hearings were here to stay, particularly for incidental and case
management business. There was scope for more radical changes
within the judicial system in the coming years and more widespread
access to justice could be provided by the accelerated move to
digital services.
The task of transforming our justice system required the input of all
actors in the court system. As concluded earlier: “judges, lawyers and
experts have to face the future together”. This conference presented an
opportunity to enhance the contribution of expert witnesses and those
lawyers who work with them in support of that aim.
Simon Berney-Edwards
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Law Society presidential
election results in
Nick Emmerson has won the Law Society
of England and Wales 2021 election
for deputy vice president (DVP), it was
announced today.
He takes office as DVP on 14 October
2021 – becoming vice president in 2022
and president in 2023.
Nick has been a Law Society council
member since 2015 as the constituency member for Leeds. He also sits
on the Law Society’s board and audit committee.
He is a partner and head of capital markets at Lewis Mathys
Emmerson LLP specialising in cross-border mergers and acquisitions as
well as international capital markets transactions.
Nick said: “It’s a great honour to be elected to this position –
I’m looking forward to facing the challenges ahead and working
alongside the other office holders, council and staff. I’m proud to be a
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solicitor and am keenly aware of the issues facing our profession at
this exceptionally difficult time.
“I want to support our members to meet those challenges,
whilst also ensuring that the profession maintains its prominence
regionally, nationally and internationally. As the Law Society
approaches its bicentennial, I want solicitors to know what their Law
Society does for them.”
Stephanie Boyce, president of the Law Society, said: “My
congratulations go to Nick who emerged as the winner from a
strong field of candidates. I wish him all the very best for his three
years as a Law Society office holder.”
Nick is fluent in Japanese and has spent much of his career working
in Asia, including five years working in Tokyo and two and a half years in
Hong Kong and Shanghai.
He is qualified to practise law in England and Wales, the State of
California, Hong Kong and the Republic of Ireland.
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Anti-money laundering
back in the spotlight
for conveyancers
Recent AML audits by the SRA have once again highlighted the challenges of AML compliance for
the conveyancing industry. As we know, conveyancing is one of the highest risk areas for AML
so, if your practice hasn’t yet been audited by the SRA, the chances are that it will happen at some
point in the future. With that in mind, we’ve put together a quick update for conveyancers with
some practical tips to help with AML compliance.
• Automates your risk assessment based on multiple checks
(number of checks depends on different profiles).
• Provides automated screening of sanctions, PEPs and
alert lists
• Automates record keeping and audits, removing expired data
• Offers both simplified and enhanced due diligence
• Monitors compliance of clients and the firm, with
downloadable reports
• Ensures on-going due diligence, creating alerts for noncompliant documents or data

What have the SRA audits identified?
Although emphasising that most law firms take AML very
seriously, as a result of the audits, the SRA has identified that
there can often be a difference between a firm’s AML policies
and procedures and what actually happens in practice. Nearly
two thirds of firms reviewed needed some form of engagement
with the SRA and a further nine were referred to the SRA’s AML
investigation team.
The SRA team found that half of the files they reviewed had
issues such as lack of due diligence – examples included the
client being known to the partners, expired documents and client
due diligence records not being accessible to appropriate staff.
Additionally half of the firms the SRA dealt with were failing
to carry out effective audits. For example, although the MLRO /
MLCO can contribute to the audit, it needs to be overseen by an
independent party.
A full report on the findings can be found on the SRA website(i).
To view the most up-to-date AML guidance compiled by
the Legal Sector Affinity Group, please visit the Law Society
website(ii). This guidance replaces the Law Society practice note
on AML.
How an electronic AML check can help
Although an electronic AML service can’t do all the work for you,
it can certainly help your conveyancing team to meet many of the
Directives’ requirements. The key features of an online service
are that it:
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Please note, however, that it isn’t sufficient to merely rely
upon an automated service to meet AML requirements. Law
firms and more specifically, Money Laundering Compliance
Officers, are still responsible for ensuring that clients are who
they claim to be. This means ensuring a risk assessment policy
is in place (and reflected in the AML service being used), that the
automated service meets all your requirements and being aware
of the sources of data used in assessments. The world of identity
checking is changing very quickly so, if you already use an
automated service, we recommend checking the latest features
with your supplier.
The Geodesys AML service offers you all of the above features
through a single AML dashboard that’s incorporated into our
ordering site. You can carry out both a simplified or enhanced
search and we can help you with setting up your risk profiles.
For further information of our AML service and to arrange a
demo, please contact Kay Toon, Geodesys Account Manager on
07764 987259 or email kay.toon@geodesys.com
(i) https://www.sra.org.uk/globalassets/documents/sra/
research/anti-money-laundering-aml-visits-2019-2020.pdf
(ii) Legal Sector Affinity Group anti-money laundering guidance
for the legal sector https://www.lawsociety.org.uk/en/topics/
anti-money-laundering/anti-money-laundering-guidance

